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ABSTRACT:

The primary themes within
Dreamers X Doers revolve
around the need for social
justice and the lack of
collaboration between
those who are doers and
those who only dream of an
ideal world. As a dreamer,
I emphasize the desire for
fellow dreamers to rise
up and bring about the
change they know needs
to happen. I address the
tendency of dreamers to live
inside their own minds and
to procrastinate, but I also
make known the capacity
for these dreamers to take
part in the efforts towards
social change that they
feel so passionately about.
All in all, dreamers and
doers are not that different
from one another. In fact,
they need each other.

Dreamers X Doers
by Courtney Horstman

We stare out our windows
With light in our eyes
We write stories in our minds
And take pictures with our memories
Our imaginations are a symphony
Others who listen will hear
We treasure potential
And find beauty between the lines
We see emotion in color
And feel it deeper than Truth
We are the dreamers
Who see the damage done
In a world where doers
Don’t know we’re done waiting
To join their revival
And bring dreams to life
We are the hopeful
Who hope to stop procrastinating
Who need a little push
To pull us out of our heads
We are the dreamers
Who forgot we could be doers too.
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